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ABSTRACT 

 

This article seeks to explore the cultural negotiation between Islam and local 

religious practices among Muslim communities in Sinjai, South Sulawesi. The 

practice is called “mappacing”; a cultural occasion practiced by Muslim 

communities to express their thanks giving to God. This article examines the 

way how Islamic orthodoxy has undergone a cultural assimilation of 

mappaccing tradition with Sinjai locality and wisdom. By using qualitative 

approach to study Muslim local community, this article examines the way how 

the universal dimension of Islam has been in ongoing process to adapt and 

adopt with cultural richness and wisdom of locality among Muslim 

community. The collection of data in this study obtained through interview, in 

depth observation and documentation. This article argues that that mappaccing 

ritual—proceeded with flower bath in marriage occasion—is conducted to 

clean up everything before the marriage ceremony performed for the bride a 

night before the religious ceremony is prformed. Mappaccing or flower bath in 

this occasion is practiced in a shack specially made for the bath (siraman) 

which has been decorated as it is supposed to. After the flowers bath, the next 

activity will be mappanretemme or menhdi night. The assimilation of Islamic 

teaching within local culture can be seen from the process of invoking blessing 

of the bride from their parents in the room or in front of the altar. 

  

Key words: Local culture, mappaccing, Makassar-South Sulawesi, local 

knowledge, Islamic orthodoxy 
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Introduction 

The Kingdoms of Sinjai, including Bulo-bulo Kingdom, Tondong Kingdom, 

Lamatti Kingdom in southern part of Sulawesi, were established by the child of Ujung 

Lohe, Manimpahoi Kingdom established by Turunan Manurung in Matajang Bone,1 has 

stood since the 16thcentury. Beginning in the early 17thcentury, those kingdoms became 

Islamic kingdoms and developed along with the development of local culture in Sinjai.2 

Before Islam has evolved in Sinjai, people or community in Sinjai has held the 

local culture in the form of customs, old habits or other traditions such as mappattoang 

ingarajang – a ceremony to aerate the tools of the kingdom, mattuppa 

anak/mappalejjatana  – a ceremony for the wife after giving birth and the kids is on 

their second year, mapparape’ tau malasa  –  a ceremony for someone suffering from 

an illness and is difficult to heal, Mapparape  tau pole  – a tradition that is held to 

welcome a guest, ma’jamatana  – a ceremony held while planting rice. The last but 

not the least is mangoloebotting. This last culture is the ceremony held when the 

marriage will be performed,3 and one of them is mappacing as one of the important 

parts of pangngaderreng in Buginese custom system. 4 Pangngaderreng in the 

procession of mappaccing on the marriage of the BugisSinjai is in line with the teachings 

of Islam. In other words, the local culture of mappaccing is assimilated into the religious 

institution called sarak. 

Dimension of religious and spiritual sarak that combined with pangngaderreng 

system in the procession of mappacing in Bugis, Sinjai, has been interesting to study, 

particularly to examine the suspicion spreading among the Muslim community that there 

has been assimilation between Islam and local culture in Sinjai. Based on the assertion, 

this article tries to interrogate the principal issue on how the existence of the local culture, 

mappaccing, in connection with Islamic orthodoxy in Sinjai. My focus in this research 

will be to formulate the true practices of mappaccing in order to understand the meaning 

and purposes of it understood by the Muslim community of Sinjai. What is the wisdom 

behanid the practice of mappaccing? And how the assimilation of the local culture with 

the Islamic teachings understood by the locals that has been nurtured though local history 

in South Sulawesi. 

By exploring the practices and the meaning of mappacing this article seeks to 

present the conceptual understanding of local culture, mappaccing in Sinjai. It is hoped 

 
1 See Mattulada, Islam di Sulawesi Selatan dalam Agama danPerubahanSosial, (Jakarta: 

Rajawali Press, 2003), p. 30-31. 
2Detail explanation about this can be seen in Mattulada, MenyusuriJejakKehadiran Makassar 

dalamSejarah(Ujung pandang: Bhakti Baru, 2000), p. 40. The similar description could also be found 

in Ahmad M. Sewang, IslamisasiKerajaanGowa(Cet. II; Jakarta: YayasanObor Indonesia, 2005), p. 

86-87. 
3M. Dahlan M, “Pandangan Islam terhadapAlat-alatdanUpacaraArajang di KabupatenSinjai: 

SuatuTinjauanKebudayaan Islam” (SkripsiSarjana, FakultasAdab IAIN Alauddin Ujung Pandang, 

1989), p.51-62. This kind of culture is still in existence based on the writer’s observation undertaken 

from 1st until 15th December 2015. 
4Andi Rasdiyanah Amir, Integrasi Sistem Pangngaderreng (Adat) dengan Sistem Syariat 

sebagai Pandangan Hidup Orang Bugis dalam Lontarak Latoa “Disertasi” (Ypgyakarta: PPS IAIN 

SunanKalijaga, 1995), p. 137 
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that my description of mappaccing will clarify the existence of local culture practiced by 

the locals. This article asli tries to discover the implementation of the mappacing in as an 

integral part of religious activities of marriage that still exists today and has significant 

prospective in the future. My purpose is to describe the assimilation of Islam and the 

local cultural within mappaccing to provide some important references for the pattern of 

the relationship between Islam and local community for Sinjainese.  

 

Islam, Orthodoxy and Local Culture:  

A Conceptual Elaboration 

The term ‘culture’ is derived from the Sanskrit language, namely budhayah which 

is the plural form of budhi meaning the mind or intellect. Therefore, culture can be 

interpreted as matters concerned with the mind and intellect.5 By this definition it is 

understood that culture is a whole system of ideas, actions and results of human creation 

in the context of social life that belongs to people by learning. A British anthropologist, 

Sir Edward B. Taylor, as stated by Hans J. Daeng, defines culture as the whole complex 

of ideas and things produced by men in their historical experience. Furthermore, Ruth 

Benedict, a cultural anthropologist who studied human culture, states that culture is 

pattern of thinking and doing that runs through the activities of people and distinguished 

them from all other people.6  

This definition of culture depicts a tangle and the scope of culture, which is very 

broad and complex, as mentioned as customs, the original character, or the habits of a 

society.7 Culture can also mean the manifestation of the habit of thinking,8 a system of 

ideas, actions and people work in the context of social life.9 Based on these assertions, 

this article formulates culture as a customs or something that has become the character or 

habit of the community which can be seen from their way of thinking system, ideas and 

actions. In line with this, Andi Rasdiyanah then formulates that culture in Buginese, the 

local language, is adek, which is the habit that has become norms in various aspects of 

life. Adek itself is a key element of pangaderreng system.10 As part of our argument to 

explore the relationship between Islam and local culture, this article argues that by 

creating such a special articulation of religious practice that produces distinctive 

expression of religious behavior is mappacing becomes an integral part of the local 

culture (pangngaderreng). 

Based on the limitations mentioned above, the term culture in this study will focus 

on the local culture, which is the distinctive customs of Sinjainese. It applies specifically 

in Sinjai community that distinguishes them from other communities, which one of those 

is the mappaccing tradition for Buginese in Sinjai. Local cultural is known as the heritage 

of social tradition and as a way of life consisting a rule of life locally restricted by 

 
5 See in Koentjaraningrat, Kebudayaan, Mentalitasdan Pembangunan (Jakarta: Gramedia, 

2003), p. 137. 
6 More explanation can be seen in Hans J. Daeng, Manusia, KebudayaandanLingkungan: 

TinjauanAntropologi (Yokyakarta: PustakaPelajar, 2008), p. 48 
7 See DepartemenPendidikanNasional, KamusBesar Bahasa Indomesia(Jakarta: BalaiPustaka, 

2002), p. 168. 
8Sidi Gazalba, PengantarKebuadayaanSebagaiIlmu(Jakarta: Pustaka Antara, 1998), p. 142 
9Koentjaraningrat, PengantarIlmuAntropologiBudaya(Jakarta: AksaraBaru, 2003), p. 182. 
10Andi Rasdiyanah Amir, IntegrasiSistemPangngaderreng (Adat) dengan Sistem Syariat 

sebagai Pandangan Hidup Orang Bugis dalam Lontarak Latoa, p. 137 and 150. 
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geographical zoning map.11  Therefore, while strong local culture portrays locality of 

advanced community, weak culture portrays the community underdeveloped locality. 

Local culture here refers to what we reviewed from various aspects that consists of three 

key elements namely ideas, activities, and works.12 From these three elements, the local 

culture has become the customs or typical culture of a certain group that is always tied to 

the clear physical and geographical boundary.13 For example, the culture of Sinjai that 

refers to the tradition that has evolved is mappaccing.  This is one of series of marriage 

activity of people in Sinjai. 

 

Cultural Assimilation of Islam in Sinjay 

Assimilation as the result of linkage between the local culture and the Islamic 

teachings has run persuasively and has maintained the original lesson of the Islamic 

teachings with the local culture. The teachings of Islam are coming into a particular area 

was not initially accepted by the local community for granted. This is due to differences 

in viewpoint, which is also different to everything that happens in the local community 

itself. However, with acculturation of local culture to religion has resulted in assimilation. 

The possibility of reciprocal acculturation between Islam and local culture 

resulting in assimilation recognized in basic provisions of Usul Fiqh that, al-Adah 

muḥakkamat (custom is used for regulations) or is more clearly stated that custom is a 

used as sharia, meaning customs and habits in a society is a source of legislation or 

regulation in Islam.14 In line with this, it is no longer need to be emphasized that the 

elements of the local culture that can be or should be a source of the law is the one that at 

least does not contradict the principles of Islam. The elements that are contrary to the 

principles of Islam itself must be removed and replaced. This is the meaning of the 

Islamic existence in a place or a country. 

In that regard, NurcholishMadjid stated that the arrival of Islam has always 

resulted intajdid (updates) on the society towards a better, but at the same time Islam 

does not necessarily destructive which will hinder the society from its past alone, but also 

can help preserve what is good and right in the past and can be maintained in the 

universal teachings of Islam.15But it does not mean that Islam and culture, and the result 

of culture fromreligion in the past can be associated. Islam and other things cannot be 

equated. The position of Islam with others including the resulted culture can be 

differentiated intelligently. Therefore, in the writer’s view that reconciliation between 

Islam with others and other cultures can be seen in terms of 'urf which is a part of the 

culture. The term ‘urf in UsulFiqihis referred to as a local tradition that was later called 

the local culture. 'Urf is etymologically derived from the Arabic, which has the same root 

 
11 See S. TakdirAlisjahbana, AntropologiBaru: Nilai-

nilaisebagaiTenagaIntegrasidalamPribadi, masyarakatdanKebudayaan(Jakarta: 

UniversitasNasionaldan P.T. Dian Rakyat, 1986), p. 207-208. 
12 Taken from Koentjaraningrat. PengantarAntropologi (Jakarta: RinekaCipta, 1996), p. 199-

203. Ralph Linton, The Cultural Background Personality, translated by Fuad Hasan, 

LatarbelakangKebudayaandaripadaKepribadian (Jakarta: Jaya Sakti, 1962), p.29. 
13Arifin Noor, IlmuSosialDasar (Bandung: PustakaSetia, 2009), p. 57. 
14 See Abd. al-WahabKhallaf, ‘IlmUs ūl al-Fiqh(Kuwait: al-Dār al-Kuwaytiyah, 1986), p. 90. 
15NurcholishMadjid, Islam DoktrindanPeradaban: 

SebuahTelaahKritistentangMasalahKeimanan, Kemanusiaan, danKemoderenan(Jakarta: 

YayasanWakafParamadina, 2002), p.551. 
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word with al-ma'ruf, which menas something you know well and in line with Islamic 

principles. 

It should be believed that Islam should be strongly influenced by the acceleration 

of the local culture. Nurcholish Madjid then argues that when someone says "religion is a 

culture", some people were startled and asked, "What is the meaning of this statement?" 

this statement will cause pros and cons from the society. Then came the follow-up 

question, "Does religion have to be static, while culture is dynamic stuff?" The question 

of the relationship between religion and the concept of local culture that surrounded him 

into something that is always interesting to discuss.16 In this regard, the humanist tends to 

view that religion as a product of culture because culture is a way of life that developed 

and inherited from generation to generation. In other words, a culture is made up of many 

complex elements including a system of religion, politics, customs, languages, tools, 

clothing, buildings and works of art. Culture is a holistic lifestyle. Culture is complex, 

abstract, and spacious. Many aspects of culture help determine communicative behavior. 

The elements of the socio-cultural as mentioned scatter and include many social 

activities of people in the society, so that culture becomes a set of values which is 

symbolized as something that contains a view on its merits alone. Next, it will take 

different forms in any culture which is also different. The debate on whether the culture 

creates a religion or that is a religion that actually forms a culture expression becomes 

similar to the debate about which came first, the egg or chicken, whether religion came 

when human civilization has existed in earlier times or people become more civilized 

after the existing or religious belief system that has existed in earlier times. This is the 

reality of life, religion forms culture and vice versa. Apart from this, most people are 

happy to conclude that religion is a belief system. Although most people stick to the idea 

that a belief system is a culture that is produced by cultures preceded. Such system will 

be found in the activities of mappaccing within the society in Sinjai. 

Research on cultural assimilation has produced research was conducted as field 

research, which took place in the district of Sinjai. This was a case study in which the 

research tried to describe a phenomenon related to the local culture mappaccing in Sinjai. 

Thus, it was classified as qualitative research. 

The research approach used in the present study was multidisciplinary including 

historical, anthropological, sociological, and theological approaches. The types of data in 

this study consisted of two, whichwere primary data and secondary data. The primary 

data was taken from observation, interviews, and documents. The primary sources of the 

data werefrom ten informants of indigenous stakeholders inSinjai,five religious figures, 

and three local authorities. 

In collecting data, some instruments were used such as notes, recording, research 

forms, and questions guidelines. The data obtained from the field was used observation 

method and interviews. The literature review was taken from documents study or review. 

The data were processed by systematically organize the written record of observations as 

well as theunwritten data, and predict the results of the interview. The collected data was 

described as the findings of the research report. The procedure of data processing was 

analyzed interactively and continuously until complete, along with the data reduction, 

data display, data verification, then it was analyzed using descriptive-exploratory 

 
16NurchalishMadjid, Islam Agama Peradaban, Membangun Makna dan Relevansi Doktrin 

Islam dalam Sejarah(Jakarta: Paramadina,1995), p. 78. 
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techniques and inductive-qualitative methods. The researcher also processed data taken 

from literature deductively, inductively, and comparatively. 

 

Sinjainese Community in South Sulawesi  

The indigenous people who first settled in Sinjai who is called to Manurung is 

located in Karampuang, a village located about 31 kilometers from the center of Sinjai 

now. It was said that toManurung who first settled in Karampuang are derivatives of 

King of Bone, the Son of Manurung UjungLohe, who later formed his own kingdom 

includes Bulo-Bulo,Tondong, and Lamatti, which then lasts yet still under Kingdom of 

Bone territory.17In the next development, some areas of Sinjai is controlled by Kingdom 

of Gowa, especially during the reign of King of Gowa IX called Tomapa'risi Kallonna, 

which was then completely dominated by Kingdom of Gowa under King of Gowa X, 

who is called Mario GauDaengBonto (1546-1565 ) that ascended the throne . 

The word Sinjai comes from the word sijai meaning the same. The current 

situation of the population in Sinjai from year to year can be seen in the following table:  

 

 

Tabel 1: The Population in the District of Sinjai18 

 

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Male(people) 110.771 110.225 108.909 108.905 105.767 

Female (people) 118.108 118.079 117.034 113.010 111.607 

Total (people)  228.879 228.304 225.943 221.915 217.374 

Population Growth (%)  - 1 - - - 

Population Density 

(people/km²)  
- 278 276 - 265 

 

The cultural life of Sinjainese community cannot be separated from the natural 

environment and social dynamics. Naturally, the environment that are in coastal areas is 

empirically very strategic in expanding its economy, of its geographical position, people 

depend on aquatic resources. Therefore, in terms of social life, Sinjainese has the original 

source of all cultures around the coastal areas such as ma'rimpasalo and ma'panretasi. 

For the people outside coastal areas like in Karampuang that are scarcely touched by 

outside influences, they can still hold the old traditions, such as the principles of 

management of a kingdom, there is a king, the prime minister and several ministers. 

Karampuang is led by a Pamatoa which serves as the king, a Panggela as a Prime 

Minister, a Sangro or shaman as minister of health and welfare, and a teacher acting as 

minister of education and religion. 

Other cultural area, which applies in all areas of society is the level of social 

stratification in Sinjai, has strongly been used, including greetings of petta, puang, 

 
17Mattulada, SejarahMasyarakatdanKebudayaan Sulawesi Selatan (Ujung Pandang: 

Hasanuddin University Press, 1994), p. 4-5. 
18Taken from Badan Pusat Statistik Kabupaten Sinjai, Sinjai dalam Angka; Sinjai in Figures 

(Sinjai: BPS Sinjaidan Bappeda Sinjai, 2014), p. 2. 
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karaeng and andi. In terms of kinship (asseajingeng) Sinjainese also maintains it that is 

considered important to keep togetherness and unity. 

In terms of Sinjai District, a village generally consists of a number of families of 

10 up to 200 hundred households that live and stay in. The houses are lined up, facing 

south or west. If there is a river in the village, residents will try to keep their homes built 

with its back to the river. In their culture, there was an old village as a sacred place called 

pocci'na,which was surrounded by large big banyan trees. In the history of Sinjai, a 

combination of villages is called hanua, which was led by an arung, gellareng, or sulle-

watang. 

In the perspective of history, the process of the first acceptance of Islam in 

Sinjaihas a historical relationship with the process of Islamization of kingdom ofGowa 

and kingdom of Bone, which dates back to the 16thcentury. By the early 17thcentury, the 

Kingdom of Gowa stated Islam as the official religion, at the same time, established the 

kingdom of Tellumpoccoe as a basis of Islam.  In the meantime, the King of Bone 

embraced Islam, and several provincial governments, including the kingdom of Sinjai 

accepted Islam as the official religion of the government that were included in the 

federation of TelluLimpoE and PituLimpoE.19 The alliance of kingdom of TelluLimpoE 

consisted of the kingdoms of Sinjai which were located on the coastal area such as 

Tondong kingdom, Bulo-Bulo kingdom and Lamatti kingdom.While PituLimpoE is the 

kingdoms in the highlands including Turungen kingdom, Manimpahoi kingdom,Terasa 

kingdom, Pao kingdom, Manipi kingdom, Suka kingdom and BalaSuka kingdom. From a 

number of kingdoms mentioned, the Lamatti kingdom gave the most contribution to the 

process of Islamization in Sinjai. Next, the spread of Islam after Lamatti was played by 

Bulo-Bulo kingdom.20 

The history of the development of Islam in Sinjai can be seen in the time 

dimension, which can be classified into three periods, or that the kingdom period or post 

period. The spread of Islam in Sinjai on the kingdom period revealed the top down side. 

This had happened until the 1670s. After the post kingdom period and the enactment of 

Sinjai district on October 20, 1959, the expansion of Islam in Sinjaiwas centered in 

mosques, and other educational institutions. 

Until recently, the development of Islam in Sinjai grew rapidly. The current 

population of Sinjai is 228,879 inhabitants in which Muslims reaches 228,674 people, 

Christians is 172 and Hindu and Buddhist is four people. 

 

The Practice of Mappacing in Sinjai Community 

Mappaccing is derived from the verb of mapaccing which means clean, which is 

an activity intended to clean everything before the marriage ceremony performed for the 

bride.21Mappaccing or flower bath for Sinjainese is cemmebotting or more commonly 

called cemmemajang, which according to their traditions majang means areca flower, 

whichis very useful to remove all dirt whether of those stuck on the body or stored in the 

 
19Samsuddin Daeng Ngewa, Sejarah Melayu dan Sekitarya: 1400-1963 (Makassar:  Yayasan 

Kebudayaan Sulawesi Selatan Tenggara, 1974), p. 65-66. 
20 See Abu Hamid, et.all, Sejarah Daerah Sinjai (Makassar: Pemerintah Daerah Sinjai 

kerjasama dengan Yayasan Pusaka Sinjai, 2002), p. 93. 
21Dinas Kebudayaan dan Pariwisata Provinsi Sulawesi Selatan, Adat dan Upacara 

Perkawinan Daerah Sulawesi Selatan (Makassar: Badan Pengkajian Sejarah, 2006), p. 75. 
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soul will be removed along with the water of areca flower during the procession of flower 

bath. Thus, besides aiming to remove impurities on the body, flower bath is also 

beneficial to purify themselves from evil spirits from the bride and groom and will get the 

halal sustenance. 

After the flower bath, mappaccing is continued with tudangpenni or mehndi night 

as the core of the self-cleaning activity for the bride before tudangbotting or sitting in the 

aisle next day. Thus,mappacing becomes the integral activity of a series of marriage. 

Marriage system in the local culture of Sinjai in terms of terminology, referred to siala 

and siabbeneng. The marriage will not only involve two individuals elements directly, 

but involve various stakeholders in the system because within their pangngadakkang 

system, marriage is a family affair, relatives affairs, community affairs, personal affairs in 

a different relationship.22 Thus, a marriage may be accomplished if the two elements of 

the bride have the support of individuals associated directly, or groups of individuals in 

society, especially from the family and close relatives. The marriage lasted, always 

according to the custom and sarak. 

In the regular community of Bugis in Sinjai, marriages usually take place between 

close family or between groups of the same patronage (clients). Customary law 

ofBugisSinjai in terms of marriage is to match a man or a woman in a family 

environment. This mating type, called sialamassapposiseng, massappokadua and 

massappokatellu.23 Thus, marriage between cousins one time based on the information 

obtained, it is often the case among the high nobility. The aim is that wealth does not fall 

into the hands of others. Especially on the nobility, marriage between cousins mean 

offspring will not be reduced or lost. 

For marriages between twice cousins termed sialamassappo-kadua or sometimes 

in Bugis Sinjaiis called assiparewesenna meaning going back to relatives, which aims to 

re-establish a close kinship so that it is not be far apart. While marriage between thrice 

cousins or sialamassappokatelluaims to ripasirewasengngi or ripaddeppemabelai or in 

other words is to reconnect kinship between extended families.24 The tight matchmaking 

among the noble peoplein the past in Sinjai caused the relationship between the royal 

child with ordinary people were very closed. 

The series of customs and traditions in determining the pairing restriction is a 

necessary condition that must be obeyed. The noble people shall be mated with the noble 

one,Otherwise, it violates the relevant customs and traditions. This violation is called 

lejjak sung tappere meaning stepping on the corner of the mat. Penalties for violations of 

customary marriages called riladung or rilamung.25 It means that both the offenses are 

subjected to heavy penalties, which are both drowned into the water. In addition to the 

restrictions mate, a man who will be married has more conditions to be met rather than a 

woman. ASinjainese man who will marry, beside having a preparation of wealth, he must 

also equip himself with lessons or knowledge related to household. This is because the 

husband is required to know how to build household and especially the safety of his wife 

 
22Hj. A. Bahra, 62 tahun, Pemangku Adat, interviews, Bulupoddo, on 20th  October 2014. 
23H. A. Abadi, 65 tahun, Pemangku Adat, Pegawai Syara’ dan Pensiunan Deepartemen 

Agama Kabupaten Sinjai, Interviews, Tokka Sinjai Utara, on 23rd October 2014. 
24Andi Mangngenre, 75 tahun, Pemangku Adat, interviews, Balangnipa, on 14th October 2014. 
25Hj. Indo Rehe, 90 tahun, Pemangku Adat, interviews, Tokka Kecamatan Sinjai Utara, on10th 

October 2014. 
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according to pappaseng to riolo'e, which  isnaullepimattulilingdapurengngewekkapitu. 

Bugis Sinjai community also recognizes that marriage is not admirable when 

some misconduct occurred prior to the marriage. The misbehavior that exceeded the 

normal limit of relationship is called malaweng which has three levels, malawengpakkita, 

malawengkedo, malawengLuse,26but today, the writer found that the people are no longer 

punished if such misconduct occurred. The writer viewed that men and women in the 

community of Sinjai began to be affected by the free relationship. The writer also 

observed other disgraceful acts in society that they called elopement. Elopement is 

divided into three types, namelysilariang, rilariang, and eloriale. 

It is understood that the ideal marriage of the BugisSinjai community Sinjai is 

when whether the man or women gets their expected soul mate within the family and 

civilized relatives. This is the standard of their local culture as it can show the social 

status in their society. The standard of culture of Sinjainese which still lasts today based 

on the writer’s survey is the choice of a mate. In choosing the mate, they follow the 

principle called sikapuk or worth, which is normal in the marriage law. The other 

principle is called tessikapu or inappropriate. In this case, the candidate from the family 

or relatives either from mother side or father side will still get the priority. However, if 

there is a pair that does not fit, then it will be chosen from the external environment, 

which is not a relative, even out of the village or area. 

 When there is an agreement in the choice of a mate, then they set the day of 

marriage, through mappettuada, when the bride enters a sort of semi-seclusion stage 

called arapo-raponna, after both formally bound by the agreement which was decided at 

the lastmappettuada. Bride afterward, should not to be busy at work, have to save her 

energy where the transition is believed highly vulnerable to external things such as 

spiritual or temporal, which people still believe in the existence of so-called witchcraft 

that could be made calamity when the bride is not careful. Therefore, in addition to 

forbidden to work, they are also restricted to appear in general public. Especially for the 

bride, she usually spends her time in the room and at home. She cannot pass through the 

yard until the wedding day comes. 

  Before the ceremony, flower bath is held in the afternoon, which is termedas 

mappaccing and in the evening or night is used formappanretemme or mehndi night as 

the core ofmappaccing. This activity is held separately in the bride’s and the groom’s 

house. Besides the activity mentioned, the other series of the activity during mappaccing 

night is prayer or Barazanjiwhich is held by the people who still strongly hold their 

tradition. 

 

Mappacing and the Stages of Human Life 

The implementation of mappaccing or flower bath in the marriage uses some tools 

based on the observation. The tools are a pitcher for the bride and a bucket for the groom, 

flower nut, cloth, water, lakka (dipper for bride made of brass, groom use a plastic 

bucket), baskets, and the various kinds of leaves. According to Hj. Andi Bahra, in ancient 

times among people in Sinjai, before the procession of flower bath is done, there will be a 

special place made for the bride to conduct the bath that has been accepted by family 

members. The place is usually near the doors of the house. The intention of doing such a 

thing is that it is expected the plague or disaster from the outside does not go into the 

 
26Hj. A. Bahra, 62 tahun, Pemangku Adat, interviews, Bulupoddo, on 20th October 2014. 
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house and reinforcements coming from inside the house to get out.27 

In addition to some of the preparations that have been mentioned above, there are 

some other equipment prepared for the bath such as s barrel filled with water, scoop, 

seven kinds of flowers, perfume, ja'jakkangconsisting of a bushel (four liters) of rice 

placed in a basket, seven or nine red candle, palm shoots, red cub, pa'dupaang, and leko' 

passili. But for the present time, based on observations of the writer, a sort of 

completeness is no longer all used. 

After the flower bath, then it is continued to mappanretemme as the core of 

mappaccing activity. AndiMangngenre stated that mappaccing also called mehndi/henna 

night. Henna is the name of plant known in the Bugis language as Pacci which is ground 

to redden the nails of girls. Some of the materials used in the mappaccing and the usage 

are: 

1) Pillow as a symbol of the dignity of honor that must be maintained which is 

in the Bugis language is called mappakalebbisipakalebbi, (2) Nine pieces of 

silk sarungto wrap or cover the body as a symbol of moral self-esteem. 

Sarungsymbolizes the persistence and skills possessed by bride or groom, (3) 

Banana leaf symbolizes continued life, old but not dry leaves and young 

leaves to symbolize endless wealth, (4) Jackfruit leaves which means hope 

and ambition. This is where the bride puts both her hands to invoke blessing 

from everyone who puts henna on her hands started from the right to the left 

hand. (5) the red candle is to light the way of the bride in her household 

journey. (6) tai bani is from honeycomb, to symbolize the life of a peaceful 

and harmonious as it unevenly as seen in the life of bees that diligently work 

in harmony and obey orders but when an enemy comes to disturb, they attack 

simultaneously, (7) Benno or Lappo is rice fried without oil which is then 

dissipated/thrown over the bride's head three times with hopes and prayers 

that she will always be able to evolve and grow as well as easy bounties, (8) 

Pacci as a symbol of purity.28 

 

All the ingredients mentioned above are stored in a special place in a couple of 

jugs and placed on a silver tray, and then the mappaccing is held in front of the bride. In 

this process, there is hand pads which is usually with the long elliptical pillows. Others 

sometimes use a pillow covered with banana leaves, seven sheets of silk sarong neatly 

folded and then on top of it, it is placed jackfruit leaves which is designed like 

flower.Taibani or light passé pelleng is put near the bride, rekkoota, bennoase (blomms 

rice), pinang (nut) on Kappara, or a tray placed on hand washing, napkin tray and 

sometimes it is also put cigarettes as many as people of mappaccing. In this procession, 

one by one guest and family are called and are picked up by the parents who carry 

taibani. The first person who comes will takePacci leaves, and place it on the palms of 

bride accompanied by prayer. 

 People who are asked to put Paccileaves on the bride will be in the queue, starting 

with paddupa (welcoming) simultaneously while the bride was sitting in the aisle, and 

one member of family who is designated as a protocol begins the procession with the 

following utterances; 

 
27Hj. A. Bahra, 62 tahun, Pemangku Adat, interviews, Bulupoddo, on 20th October 2013. 
28AndiMangngenre, 75 tahun, Pemangku Adat, interviews, Balangnipa, on 14th March 2014. 
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 Patarakkaimaibelotudangeng 

Naripatudangsiapisita 

Tauesileleluttupatudangeng 

Padatuddanmappaccingsileo-leo 

Riwennitudampennikuaritu 

Paccingisiaedatubelotudangeng 

Ripatajangmaibottingnge 

Naripaterrucokkong di lamming lakkoulaweng” 

  

At the same time, the bride is invited to sit in the aisle. Then in front of her, it is 

put  a pillow as a symbol ofmappakalebbi (honor), seven pieces of silk sarong as a 

symbol of pride, a banana leaf as symbol of continuous living, seven jackfruit leaves as a 

symbol of the future (hope), a plate wenno (rice roasted until fluffy) as a symbol of the 

breed, a flaming candle as a symbol of  light, and henna leaves, which are crushed and 

pulverized as a symbol of purity and bekkeng (the yellow metal to put pacci in it) as the 

symbol of unity of two people  (brides). 

Next, one by one, people will come to the bride and put pacci on the bride’s hands 

followed with prayer. At the meantime, the parents will throw wenno over the head of the 

bride or grom.  

Those who are invited to rub Pacci are usually relatives, close relatives and people 

who have a good social life and happy marriage. It usually starts from the parents and 

then continue to the next kin, but there is also a tradition usually preceded by people who 

have good social position and have a happy home life. All this implies that the bride 

someday in the future can also live happily as they had put pacci on the hands. 

In ancient times among the Sinjai, the number of people who put the leaves Pacci 

adjusted for stratification bride itself. For the highest aristocracy, it is 2 x 9 people 

orduakasera. For the middle class, it is 2 x 7 people or duakapitu, and the lower class is 

only a 1 x 9 or 1 x 7 people. But at this present time, there are nomore differences in the 

number of people who will be doing this tradition. 

 

Assimilation between Islam and Local Culture 

Based on the observations of the writer, the bride in Sinjai before entering 

mappaccing activities in this case the flower bath, first invoke blessing of both parents in 

the room, or in front of the altar. This is one of the services of a child to both parents, 

which is Arabic termed bir al-wālidayn, and become one of the essential teachings of 

Islam as mentioned in Q.S. al-Nisa / 4: 36, the translation, "Worship Allah and associate 

nothing with him, and to the parents do good."29 Earlier this verse asserting َواْعبُدْوا
  which is about the importance of worship, and one of the worship series is prayerللاَ 

including requesting the blessing of both parents for Allah's approval, which has 

implications onنَا  containing interpretation of the importance to be kind toَوبِالَْواِلَديِْن إِْحسَ

parents. 

After the bride prayed and were prayed, and received approval from both parents, 

especially in Sinjaiin that old days, the bride will be delivered to the splash of water in 

 
29See Departemen Agama RI, Al-Qur’an dan Terjemahnya (Jakarta: Proyek Pengadaan Kitab 

Suci Al-Qur’an, 2002),p. 123. 
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the shade of the umbrella-shaped rectangular (leilu) held by four girls for the bride and 

four men for the groom. Upon arriving at the spray, the procession began with preceded 

by Indo Botting, thereafter followed by both parents and the elder people (to 'malebbi) of 

seven or nine pairs. 

After a flower bath, the bride changed clothes, then is placed in front of the altar 

dressed in BajuBodo, tope (bridal sarong) or lipa 'sabbe, as well as other accessories to 

join TudangPenni as a series of mappaccing activity which is attended by more family, 

distant relatives also came to attend a family gathering with a full kinship, they sat 

together on the night before the wedding. TudangPenni in a real sense is sitting together   

with comrades called Tudangsipatangarengto discuss about the implementation of the 

wedding. In this TudangPenni, it is also discussed something related to the event, which 

isseveral verses mentioned for example30 ْنَُهم ْم فِي اْْلَْمرِ andis a 31 َوأَْمُرهُْم شُوَرى بَيْ َوشَاِوْرهُ
command to deliberation or talk off in terms of stabilization of the completeness of the 

bride the next day like balibotting, patiwi-tiwi , including pickup and setting their 

respective duties. 

Observation of the writer subsequently found in the field that within the 

community, they will precede the ceremony by praying and forinladSinjaines who holds 

the local cultural traditions, reciting Al quran or barazanji will be held. Barazanjiis a book 

that contains the history of the Prophet Muhammad and salawat upon him. The tradition 

of barazanji has long held in the community at events like in some monumental events 

such getting in a new home, going to the holy land, and when the wedding will be held. 

For them, without doingBarazanji, the sanctity of marriage is not enough. In addition to 

Barazanji, the bride and groom reads the Qoranwho is led by a priest. This is called 

Khatam al-Quran is Islam, or in sarak is called mappanretemme as a series of important 

events of mappaccing. 

After prayers, barazanji and then and continued with mappanreTemme orKhatam 

al-Quran for the bride, the point is to make sure that the bride is able to read the Qur'an 

and is believed that the bride and groom can practice the teachings of the Qoran in 

developing household. In this regard, in a hadith is mentioned 

 

ِ َصلَّي هللاُ عَلَْيِه َوسَلَّْم يَقُْوُل ُحب   ْم بِتِالََوةِ اْلقُْرآِن فَإِنَّ عَنْعَِلي َرِضَي هللاُ قَاَل عَِن النَّبِي  ْوا نَبِي ِكُ

بِيَائِِه َوأْْصِفيَائِهِ   )رواه أبو داود( 32َحَملَةَ اْلقُْرآِن فِي ِظل ِ عَْرِش هللاِ يَْوَم الَ ِظلَّ إِالَّ ِظل هُ َمَع أَنْ
 

This means: 

From Ali ra said that the Prophet said: Love your Prophet by reading the Quran, 

for people who are expert of the Al-Quran is located in the shadow of the throne of 

God on the day there is no protection other than the protection of God and His 

prophets and holy people. (HR. Abu Dawud) 

 

This hadith advises all Muslims to love him, and one of the efforts is to read the 

his sirah, which is barazanji actually including containing the life history of the Prophet 

 
30 SeeQ.S. al-Syūrah/42: 38. 
31 SeeQ.S. Ali Imrān/3: 159. 

32See Abu DawudSulaiman bin al-Asy’as al-Sijistāni, juzIII.,p. 126. 
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Muhammad, And then to read the Qur'an that in their culture is to hold khatmu al-
Qur’ānataumappanretemmeprior to the wedding. 

Mappanretemme activity according the writer’s survey isguided by an 

imam/priest on the orders of the imam of the village.  In the event, the bride will be led to 

read short letters in the order starting from Q.S. al-Duhā/93, Q.S. AlamNasyrah/94, 

Q.S. al-Thīn/95, Q.S. al-Alaq/96, Q.S. al-Qadar/97, Q.S. al-Bayyinah/98, Q.S. al-

Zalzalah/99, Q.S. al-Adiyat/100, Q.S. al-Qārī’ah/101, Q.S. al-Takāśur/102, Q.S. al-

Asr/103, Q.S. Humazah/104, Q.S. Fīl/105, Q.S. al-Quraisy/106, Q.S. al-Mā’ūn/107, 

Q.S. al-Kawśar/108, Q.S. al-Kāfirūn/109, Q.S. al-Nasr/110, Q.S. al-Lahab/111, Q.S. 

al-Ikhlās/112, Q.S. al-Falaq/113, Q.S. al-Nās/114, continued with reciting Q.S. al-

Fātihah/1 chorally, where the bride and all visitors will recite Q.S. Al fatihah out 

loud. After that, the imam will lead the bride to recite Q.S. al-Baqarah/2: 1-5 and is 

closed with prayer of khatmul Qur’an. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the issues examined in relation to the findings of the research, the writer 

formulated three basic conclusions as follows: Mappaccing is an activity that aims to 

clean up everything before the marriage ceremony performed for the bride. Mappaccing 

or flower bath in regard of Sinjainese community is cemmebotting or more commonly 

called cemmeMajang, which were followed by a mehndi night or TudangPenni and then 

contined withmappanretemme, prayers and other rituals of remembrance as well as 

activities for the self-cleaning for a bride. 

Mappaccing or flower bath in its implementation before the procession will be 

done in a shack, a room which is specially made for this purpose-flower bath. The 

procession is held around the door with the intention that the plague or disaster from the 

outside does not go into the house and the vice versa, the curse from inside the house is 

reinforced to get out. After the flowers bath, the next series of the activity will be 

mappanretemme or mehndi/henna night. Henna in buginese is the name of a plants where 

it’s leaves called pacci. In the mehndi night, people are asked to put the Pacci leaves on 

the bridein the queue which isstarted with the welcoming(paddupa) at the same time with 

the bride sitting on the aisle. Next, one by one will take pacci leaves from basket 

(bekkeng) and rub it onto palms bride while praying for his/her. While doing this, the 

parents will throw wenno to the bride. 
The assimilation of the Islamic teaching can be seen before entering mappaccing 

activities. Firstly,the bride invoke the blessing of both parents in the room, or in front of 

the altar. This is to show that the child obeys their parents which is termed bir al-

wālidayas mentioned in Q.S. al-Nisa / 4: 36. Next is TudangPenni as a series of 

mappaccing activities where in this activity, the prayers will be read for the inland people 

who still hold the tradition of local culture, they will recite holy Qur’an which is called 

barazanji aiming at sending salawat to the prophet Muhammad SAW. Meanwhile, there 

will be a reciting al quran by the bride prior to the wedding. This is called khatmu al-

Qur’ānor mappanretemme.  
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